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In October 2014, the UK Government introduced major changes to Copyright Law with the aim of promoting innovation and creativity, and to stimulate economic growth. These included, in particular, a range of exceptions and limitations to copyright infringement, such as private copying, parody, text and data mining and other exemptions benefiting educational and cultural institutions.

This paper will consider the impact of some of these reforms, one and a half years on from when they came into force. In particular, the paper will focus on extended collective licensing; parody and quotation.

In focusing on these areas and their impact over the last 18 months, the paper will question (1) how the exceptions were received by users; (2) their impact in the cultural and creative sectors; and (3) the challenges posed to authors and other rights holders.

As such, the aim of the paper is to explore some of these recent copyright reforms and question their impact, if any, on users, authors/other rights holders and the cultural and creative sectors in order to understand the impact of copyright law on future technologies and its impact on enforcement.

Finally and in drawing a conclusion, the paper will also question whether the reforms draw the UK closer to EU or, on the contrary, move the UK away from copyright law of other member states.